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Europe is  a popular long-haul des tination for Chinese travelers

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Tourists traveling from China are proving to be a lucrative segment in terms of shopping spend and frequency of
travel, according to a new report from China Luxury Advisors and Fung Intelligence Group.

Chinese tourists spend an average of $2,449 while away on a trip, which is 10 percent higher than tourists from other
one-tier cities. Their frequency of travel is also greater than the standard with an average of 1.9 times a year per
traveler, and 67 percent of tourists claiming to have traveled more than once in the past year.

"The key takeaway from this report is  that the profile of the typical Chinese tourist is  changing rapidly," said Renee
Hartmann, cofounder of China Luxury Advisors, Los Angeles. "There are more individual Chinese tourists than ever
before, and this is causing dramatic shifts in Chinese tourism traffic and spending patterns.

"Individual travelers are more likely to be younger, spend more on dining and experiences, prefer higher end hotels
and are eager to visit new destinations off the typical Chinese tourist track," she said. "They are renting cars and
driving themselves, staying in Airbnb and seeking more unique experiences such as wine tasting, cruises, helicopter
tours, hot air balloons and new and different activities.

"This is bringing new opportunity to destinations that have not yet seen the boom of Chinese tourists. We expect this
trend to continue, and for new destinations to benefit from increased individual travel from Chinese tourists this
year and in the coming years."

Chinese travelers
While the potential with mobile in travel and hospitality is vast, Chinese tourists seem to be embracing it more so
than any others. About 98 percent of tourists are using their mobile devices while away to keep in contact with
friends and family.

However, 72 percent are using their phones to use a variety of platforms such as travel Web sites, blogs and social
media to help organize their trips.
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Forbes Travel Guide Web site. Image credit: Forbes

Overseas travel coming from China is continually growing with more Chinese traveling overseas this year than last.
These tourists will likely result in about $315 billion in travel revenue in 2017 and see the biggest foreign travel spend
in the world.

It is  likely that 192 million outbound tourists from China will travel overseas by 2021 reaching a spend of $419 billion.

Currently, Japan is holding the place as the top destination for Chinese travelers with more than half of them
traveling to the country.

Chinese tourists flock to Japan

In terms of farther distance destinations, Europe is the most visited location with 16 percent of Chinese travelers
making the journey, followed by the United States with 9 percent.

The factor most driving decisions in regards to travel destination is security, followed by tourist spots and cuisine.
Ninety-six percent of Chinese travelers said that security was an important factor in terms of destination, 94 said
tourist spots and 88 percent claimed cuisine.

Additional insight
The United States is becoming a highly coveted travel destination among affluent Chinese consumers, and due to
their spending habits the demographic has proven extremely influential, according to a report from YouGov.

Chinese affluent look to purchase luxury goods while traveling abroad, and Chinese consumers spend the most out
of any group while traveling. YouGov's Affluent Perspective 2017: Chinese Luxury Shoppers in America finds that 56
percent of Chinese affluent are planning a trip to the U.S. within the next two years (see more).

Travel is an essential part of life for two-thirds of China's outbound travelers, according to a report from Hotels.com.

The 2015 Chinese International Travel Monitor revealed that even with the economy sputtering, consumers plan to
travel more and spend more while traveling than they have in the past. If China's ballooning affluent and middle
classes maintain this behavior, they can offer luxury brands a reprieve from the otherwise tumultuous times (see
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more).

"The most surprising finding is that Chinese tourists from second tier cities are actually spending more than those
from first tier cities (see below statistic)," China Luxury Advisors' Ms. Hartmann said. "This is a new development
and runs contrary to most brands and destinations marketing strategy of focusing on first tier cities.

"As brands and destinations widen their customer focus to include second tier cities, this will have a major impact
on their advertising targeting, China retail strategy and product offerings tailored to consumers from second tier
cities," she said.
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